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Mastering JBuilderJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The authoritative guide to building large-scale applications with JBuilder®
    JBuilder is a tool designed by Java developers for Java developers. JBuilder developers need a guide that delves into the more powerful techniques that are required to build enterprise-strength applications.    

    Endorsed by Borland,...
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Mastering Enterprise JavaBeans 3.0John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book is a tutorial on Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB). It’s about EJB concepts, methodology, and development. This book also contains a number of advanced EJB topics, giving you a practical and real-world understanding of the subject. By reading this book, you will acquire a deep understanding of EJB.

Make no mistake about...
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Java EE 8 Design Patterns and Best Practices: Build enterprise-ready scalable applications with architectural design patternsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get the deep insights you need to master efficient architectural design considerations and solve common design problems in your enterprise applications.

	
		Key Features

		
			The benefits and applicability of using different design patterns in JAVA EE
	
			Learn best practices to solve...
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Pro JSF and HTML5: Building Rich Internet ComponentsApress, 2013

	Pro JSF and HTML5 shows you how to leverage the full potential of JavaServer Faces (JSF) and HTML5. This book is for Java developers who aspire to build sophisticated, enterprise-grade web experiences with HTML5-enabled JSF. Written by JSF experts and verified by established community figures, this book will serve as your primary resource,...
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Spring Security 3.x CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Secure your Java applications against online threats by learning the powerful mechanisms of Spring Security. Presented as a cookbook full of recipes, this book covers a wide range of vulnerabilities and scenarios.


	Overview

	
		Learn about all the mandatory security measures for modern day applications using...
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Enterprise Java 2 Security: Building Secure and Robust J2EE ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2004
    The purpose of this book is to illustrate the applicability of Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE), and Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE), security technologies in building a secure enterprise infrastructure containing Java-based enterprise applications. With a pragmatic approach, the book explains why Java security...
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Essential XML: Beyond MarkUp (The DevelopMentor Series)Addison Wesley, 2000
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) has been anointed as the universal duct tape for all software integration problems despite XML's relatively humble origins in the world of document management systems. Essential XML presents a software engineering-focused view of XML and investigates how XML can be used as a...
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Java EE 8 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2018

	The Java platform is one of the most widely used platforms for application development in the world. The platform is so popular that there are several different flavors of Java that can be used for developing applications that run on different mediums. From development of desktop, mobile, or web applications and hardware operating systems,...
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Component-Oriented ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A practical, programming-centered approach to component-based software development
Component-oriented programming (COP) is rapidly becoming a mainstream programming paradigm, offering higher reusability and better modular structure with greater flexibility than object-oriented or library-based programming approaches. Component-Oriented...
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More Java Pitfalls: 50 New Time-Saving Solutions and WorkaroundsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
An ideal guide to solving pitfalls in the Java language and related J2EETM technologies, written by programmers for programmers!
    With the release of J2EE, Java has grown beyond a simple language to a full-blown development platform. Developers need to understand more than just the Java language–they also need...
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Java EE Development with Eclipse - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop, debug, test, and troubleshoot Java EE 7 applications rapidly with Eclipse


	About This Book

	
		Go beyond simply learning Java EE APIs and explore the complete workflow of developing enterprise Java applications
	
		Learn to use the features of Eclipse JEE to simplify Java EE application...
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J2EE Best Practices: Java Design Patterns, Automation, and PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn how to apply robust application design to your J2EE projects
    There are a number of best practices you need to consider to build highly effective J2EE components and integrate them into applications. These practices include evaluating and selecting the right set of software components and services to handle the job....
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